RizePoint
Business Intelligence

It’s one thing to collect audit data efficiently using modern methods such as apps
and mobile devices. But, when you use RizePoint, your audit information is quickly
available for reporting and analysis. Now you’re ready to review your organization’s
strategies for standards and regulations.

SEARCH-DRIVEN ANALYTICS—COMING IN 2017
Analyze Data Using Search Engine
When reporting needs go beyond standard dashboards,
create ad-hoc reporting with Search-Driven Analytics.
Use the power of a search engine to analyze RizePoint
data and get immediate results as you type. Ask questions,
analyze data, and build pinboards — in seconds.
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MANAGEMENT DASHBOARDS
RizePoint management dashboards put the facts and figures you need most at your
fingertips visually highlighting important information. View top-level details and drill down
to specific data using any of the available standard dashboard options.

Audit Approval
Displays the audit result approval details, including
duration and status for each step involved in the process.
(requires latest Audit Approval feature release)

Auditor
Displays information and trend analysis about
audit companies and auditors conducting the audits,
such as number of audits, average scores, audit duration
times, and ratings.

CAM Plan and Approval
Displays a comprehensive view for CAM plans, tasks,
and the approval process that includes plans due, coming due,
overdue, complete vs. incomplete, and critical vs. noncritical
based on various aspects like location, forms, types, and more.
(requires Corrective Action Management feature)

Location
After selecting a location, displays a comparative view
of overall scores for the location vs. the management
hierarchy levels, as well as information related to repeat
violations, and audit category vs. report category scoring.
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Non-Compliance
Displays information about non-compliant responses
including counts and percentages, findings, and details
by different views such as audit form, audit type, report
or audit category.

Ratings
Displays information about audit rating trends
and detail information viewed by audit type,
audit form, report category, and audit category.

Scoring
Displays overall percentage score trends and distribution
for management hierarchy and location levels. Also provides
ratings as determined by the audit form scoring.

Scoring for Report Category
Displays the overall percentage scores for report
categories and sub-categories at the management
hierarchy and location levels.
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